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.yj INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO MYCENAEAN POTTERY 

Over 35 years «go the distinguished Swedish archaeologist Ame Furumark 
published his aajor work on Mycenaean pottery.  In hi» study Furu»*rk analyzed 
over 3,000 ceramic artifacts of Mycenaean origin and elaborated a typology of 
103 forms, 336 types, and a typology of 80 decorative »otifs with which aany 
of these pots were painted.  Although considerably out of date and In need of 
major revision, Furumark's work has remained Che point of departure for »ost 
Subsequent analyses of Mycenaean pottery. 

During the summer and autumn of 1976, a pilot project was undertaken in 
tjie Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton to explore the feasibility of 
rendering Furumark.'s classification scheme amenable to computer treatnent. About 
3,400 artifacts cited both in F's Catalogue of Vessels and elsewhere in his study 
were selected and data concerning each artifact were coded and punched on 80-col- 
ynm punchcards.  This information was organised in the following fashion: 

(i) Identification of the evidence - material of fabrication, place 
found, cultural assemblage to which artifact belongs, relative chrono- 
logical dating of the object (if ascertainable); 

(11) Weighting of the evidence - doubts about provenience, type, or 
archaeological context ; 

(ill) Classification of the evidence - Furumark's typologies of fona 
and of decorative «otifs; 

(iv) Sources of data about the evidence - bibliographical references 
(if any); if unpublished, museum or collection accession nuaber of 
find (if known); 

(v) Type serial number - Furumark's type example nuabering system was 
employed as a control reference number. 

The feasibility study showed that, of the principal data categories used 
by Furumark, only his syntactical classification scheme did not lend itself too 
readily to digitized format. The initial results of this feasibility study could 
comprise a point of departure for constructing a completely revised, new typology 

A computerized system like the one described above provides the necessary 
data base for statistical analyses. The following account Illustrates some of 
the ways In which this data base may be analytically explored. 

Initially, the distribution of pottery was studied as conditioned by five 
variables: Type, Site, Context, Decorative Motif, and Date. These distributions 
were elaborated In tables, cooaonly known as multidimensional contingency tables 
(Ku, Vamer, Kullback 1971), which can be readily generated in a convenient for- 
mat by using such standard Fortran programs as the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS). In this manner all possible two-way contingency tables 
were constructed using the basic five variables. The study of such contingency 
tables has a long history (Bishop, Fienberg and Holland 1975) and a variety of 
analytical procedures is available to the researcher. An evaluation of the rela- 
tive merits of these procedures lies beyond the scope of this paper; however, 
the choice of which one to use in a particular case depends on the questions 
one wishes to have answered. 

One question concerns the amount of information which may  be lost when the 
number of attribute categories or sub-categories used to describe the pottery 
corpus Is reduced. Another question addresses itself to the problem of how to 
refine the dating of this pottery using the large amount of available attribute 
data. 

Following a suggestion by Kruskal (1976), an information measure was used 
as an analytical tool. Kullback (1959) and Ku et al. (1971) developed methods 
for analyzing multidimensional contingency tables based on this information 
measure. It is perhaps appropriate here to echo the remarks of Orloci (1968) 
who stressed the point that the term information is understood here in a strictly 
technical sense, conceived as a physical property of events related to probabili- 
ty. In this sense a rare event conveys more information than a conmon one. Thus, 
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as Orloci states (p.148), "Intormation as a technical term relates concept- 
ually more closely to surprisal than to either knowledge or informativeness 
of the ordinary speech." 

One property displayed by the Mycenaean pott«ry data which was tabulated 
xn two-way contingency tables is the appearance of aany cells which hav« «aro 
entries. There are simply no pots of a given type for a given site or tilie in 
nany instances. These "zero counts" are quite readily handled by the inforM- 
tion measure employed below. 

^^ -n.^*^  "^ *^^^^  ^^  ^  specific example the two-way table. Site by Date (Figure 
i;. The site groups may then be re-ordered from "richest" to "poorest" (the 
site groups having the least number of pots). 

Information is defined as 

Info - -p^loggP^j 

where p^^^ is the probability that pots have been found on site "1" balonglng 

to time period "j". The logarithms are to the base "e". The data In Figure 1 
reproduce the actual number of vessels found at site "i" from time period "J", 
which is defined as f^  The f^ 's can be read directly from thé table in Fig- 
ure 1 (row 1 , column "j"). Fo* this contingency table py can ba estimated 

Pli  "  ^1 » where N is the total number of pots in the table. 
N 

A measure of interdependence of rows and columns (Kullback 1959), or, in 
other words, the amount of Information provided by the rows about the columns 
and vice versa, may be expressed by 

^^^=^> - k f^iw^^J^ 

where        f^^^ - the sum of entries in the i"* row 

f.. " the sum of entries in the J*-** column 

N - the sum of all entries. 
This information measure applied to an archaeological context is mentioned 

by Peebles (1972) and reconnended by Orloci (1969). The Importance of values 
calculated for the I(R:C) statistic can be tested In a way similar to the stan- 
dard tests used In contingency tables, i.e., by comparison with the chi-squared 
distribution (Bishop et al. 1975). If such a test shows that I(R:C) is small, 
or, in other words, insignificant, then rows and columns are nearly independent, 
and not much is learned about time periods when examining the number of pots 
at each site or site group. In the Mycenaean case, however, rows (sites) and 
columns (dates) are far from independent. I(R:C) Is not small. Hence, this mea- 
sure may be used to explore whether the "poorer" sites can be Ignored in prelimi- 
nary analyses in the interest of simplicity and economy. This question becomes 
even more important when considering pottery types and decorative motives (336 
t3Tie8 and 80 motifs) and the quite bulky tables generated by such frequency dis- 
tvi-butlons. 

When discarding "poorer" sites from the contingency tables, the Information 
I(R:C) is calculated for different values of R representing the number of sites 
retained in the Site by Date two-way contingency table. In Figure 2, the per- 
centage loss of information is calculated as rows are progressively discarded 
(in ascending order from "poor" to "rich") on the ordinate axis. The abscissa 
shows the corresponding percentage loss of pottery specimen from the total popu- 
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lation.   For exaaple,   if   the eight  "poorest"  site jsroups are discarded, 
only   five  percent  of   the  pottery  population  is  discarded.   However,   twelve 
percent  of  the  Information is  lost about  the  chronological distribution 
of Mycenaean pottary,  or a factor two and a half  tlats  greater.  Figure 2 
Illustrates  the need for caution when considering  the elinlnatlon of •ite* 
with  few pots  for  the purpose of simplifying analyses.  While  this conclu» 
sion  is  not  particularly  startling  to archaeologists,   the method enployed 
to support  it can be  applied to other categories  of information about which 
there  is no obvious  prior consensus  of archaeological opinion.  This effect 
of   the  loss   of  information can be   improved  somewhat by  pooling or  cooiiinlng 
the discarded site  groups  and re-introducing  the pooled data back into the 
table as  one site group,  i.e.,  a catch-all "other"  category.   In this manner 
the size  of  the  table  can be  reduced and more  information retained than would 
be the case when the  site  groups  are  completely eliminated.   In the example 
where  the elgjit "poorest" site  groups are eliminated,  by re-lntroduclng the 
data  as one "other"  category,   the  information  loss  is  reduced from t»elve 
to nine  percent. 

Further studies  are  underway  to develop models which would describe  the 
basic structure underlying these  contingency  tables,  If such a «tructui« 
exists.  If  these efforts should prove  fruitful,   they may deepen the under- 
standing of  the Interrelationships  among  the  different variables under con- 
sideration,  and this information measure seems  to offer some help in this 
investigation. 

Richard R.  Mertz G«or«« J. X«vçnbach 
Princeton,  New Jersey »lev Providence, New Jersey 
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INPÛ«MAnON LOST AIOUT BAItS WHEM COMBINING SlTtS INTO ONE CÀTEGOftY Ofc 
WHEN ELIMINATING SITtS WHICH HAVE ONLY SMALL QUANTITIES Of POTTERY 
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FIGURE  2 


